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1. Introduction

The magnetic response of Ni-Zn ferrites at microwave frequencies has been recently investigated by means of resonance techniques, by several authors. In this chapter, we present a review of recent results obtained on the resonant microwave absorption (electron paramagnetic resonance, EPR, and ferromagnetic resonance, FMR) in the X-band (9.5 GHz), of polycrystalline Ni-Zn ferrites (Zn$_x$Ni$_{1-x}$Fe$_2$O$_4$) for several temperature ranges. We begin at high temperatures in the paramagnetic state ($T > T_C$, where $T_C$ is the Curie point); as temperature decreases, the onset of magnetic ordering is investigated, with its effects on the main FMR parameters. When experiments are carefully carried out, magnetic transitions can be detected as critical points in plots of the thermal behavior of the resonance line width. We investigate also the behavior of nonresonant properties by means of the low-field microwave absorption (LFMA). This absorption, which occurs at applied fields of the same order of magnitude than the anisotropy field, $H_K$, of the sample, is providing valuable information concerning the magnetization processes. LFMA is typically measured in the -1 kOe < $H_{DC}$ < +1 kOe field range. LFMA is associated with the nonresonant microwave absorption occurring during the magnetization processes from the unmagnetized state up to the approach to saturation. We provide here a short review of this particular measuring technique. Then, we propose to begin the study of LFMA in Ni-Zn ferrites also by decreasing the measuring temperature from the Curie transition. Clearly, LFMA is absent at $T > T_C$ since it depends on the magnetization processes in the ordered phase. For the 200 K < $T < T_C$ temperature range, a direct comparison of the anisotropy field calculated from LFMA and a calculation by using results of a direct measurement of $H_K$ on a ferrite single crystal. A very good agreement is obtained, thus confirming that LFMA is strongly dependent of the total anisotropy (magnetocrystalline, magnetoelastic and shape anisotropies) of the sample. We use as well a novel nonresonant microwave absorption technique known as magnetically modulated microwave absorption spectroscopy, MAMMAS. This technique is particularly well adapted to detect phase transitions of many types, as it is based on the change of microwave absorption regime during a change of crystalline, magnetic or electronic structure. MAMMAS is briefly described and applied to Ni-Zn ferrites.
2. Ferrites

Ferrites, also known as magnetic ceramics, are a very well established group of magnetic materials (Valenzuela, 2005a). Ferrites possess three different crystal structures: spinels, garnets, which belong to cubic systems, and hexagonal, which can be considered as derived from magnetoplumbite. In this review, the focus will be on spinel ferrites, and in particular on the Ni-Zn “family” which will be taken as an example. A brief review of crystal structure, magnetic structure and magnetic properties of these ferrites is given.

2.1 Spinel structure

The spinel structure is a cubic structure extremely stable, with a dominant ionic character. In addition to charge compensation, the cation/anion ratio is \( \frac{3}{4} \). More than 140 oxides and 80 sulphides have been systematically studied (Hill & al 1979). Most of the commercially important spinels are synthetic, but the most important and probably the oldest one with practical applications, magnetite, \( \text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4 \), is a natural oxide. Magnetite has also the remarkable feature of the simultaneous presence of ferrous (\( \text{Fe}^{2+} \)) and ferric (\( \text{Fe}^{3+} \)) iron on equivalent crystal sites, which provides unusual electrical and magnetic properties. In addition to the 2,3 spinels (2,3 refers to divalent and trivalent cations, respectively), formed by a combination of one divalent and two trivalent cations to balance the 8 negative charges provided by the oxygen in the formula \( \text{D}^{2+}\text{T}^{3+}\text{O}_4 \), there are other combinations with spinel structure, which provide 3 cations with a total valency of 8, such as 2,4 (\( \text{Co}_2\text{GeO}_4 \)), 1,3,4 (\( \text{LiFeTiO}_4 \)), 1,3 (\( \text{Li}_{1+\delta}\text{Fe}_{2-\delta}\text{O}_4 \)), 1,2,5 (\( \text{LiNiVO}_4 \)), and 1,6 (\( \text{Na}_2\text{WO}_4 \)) spinels.

The crystal structure, belonging to the Fd3m space group, can be described as a close-packed (fcc) arrangement of oxygens, which includes tetrahedral and octahedral interstitial sites. One-half of the interstitial octahedral sites and one-eighth of the tetrahedral sites are occupied by cations. They are known also as “A” sites (tetrahedral) and “B” sites (octahedral). The unit cell is formed by eight formula units \( \text{AB}_2\text{O}_4 \), with eight A sites, 16 B sites and 32 oxygen. This unit cell can be divided into octants of edge \( a/2 \) (\( a = \text{unit cell parameter} \)) for a better view of the two sites, Fig. 2.1. In this representation, a tetrahedral cation is taken as the origin of the cell. The nearest neighbors of both sites are illustrated in Fig. 2.2.

When divalent cations occupy the A sites and trivalent cations enter the B sites, the spinel is known as having a “normal” cation distribution. This arrangement can be represented as \( \text{D}^{2+} \text{T}^{3+}\text{O}_4 \) [T\(^{3+}\)]. A variant of this structure is the “inverse” spinel, where A sites contain a trivalent cation, while B sites contain the divalent and the remaining trivalent cation, \( \text{T}^{3+} \text{D}^{2+} \text{T}^{3+}\text{O}_4 \). In some cases, an intermediate distribution can be achieved by playing with thermal treatments, leading to \( \text{D}^{1+}\text{T}_3\text{D}^{2+}\text{T}_2\text{O}_4 \), where \( \delta \) is the “degree of inversion”. The distribution of cations on the two spinel sites depend on a complex interplay of cation radius, electrostatic energy, crystal field energy, and polarization effects (covalency contribution, for instance).

A remarkable feature of stability of spinel structure is that it can form an extremely large variety of total solid solutions. Some conditions apply: first, electrical neutrality, i.e., the addition of the charge of all cations should balance oxygen total charge (\(-8 \) for a formula); second, the ratio of cations/oxygen should remain \( \frac{3}{4} \), and finally, there should be relatively small differences between cation radii. In solid solutions, composition can be changed on a continuous basis, leading also to continuous variations in the physical properties. This allows a very precise tailoring of magnetic properties, which is a major advantage for any application. Divalent cation in the 2,3 spinel formula can be formed by any combination of...
Fig. 2.1. Unit cell of the spinel structure. Cations on A sites are represented by small black circles, cations on octahedral B sites by small open circles, and large circles are oxygens. The unit cell parameter is $a$.

Fig. 2.2. Nearest neighbors of a) A site, b) B site and c) oxygen site.
divalent Ni\(^{2+}\), Co\(^{2+}\), Mn\(^{2+}\), Fe\(^{2+}\), Cu\(^{2+}\), Zn\(^{2+}\), Cd\(^{2+}\), Mg\(^{2+}\), Ca\(^{2+}\). Ferric ions can also be substituted, or combined with Al\(^{3+}\), V\(^{3+}\), Cr\(^{3+}\), Mn\(^{3+}\), Ga\(^{3+}\), In\(^{3+}\), etc. One of the most interesting and representative solid solution is Ni-Zn ferrites, with formula \(\text{Ni}_{1-x}\text{Zn}_x\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_4\), with \(0 \leq x \leq 1.0\) (Ravindranathan & Patil, 1987).

### 2.2 Nickel-zinc ferrites

In spite of having a large cation radius, Zn\(^{2+}\) has a strong preference for A sites, which are smaller than B sites. Ferric ions manifest no preference for A or B sites. Therefore, zinc ferrite ZnFe\(_2\)O\(_4\) is a normal spinel. In contrast, divalent nickel shows a strong tendency to occupy B sites. This means that nickel ferrite, NiFe\(_2\)O\(_4\) tends to be an inverse spinel. Ni-Zn solid solutions (when prepared by solid state reaction with a slow cooling from the sintering temperature) exhibit therefore a cation distribution which is normal with respect to Zn, and inverse for Ni. This means that Zn will occupy A sites (with ferric ions completing the “filling” of A sites), while nickel and the remaining ferric cations share B sites:

\[
\left(\text{Zn}_{1-x}\text{Fe}_{1+x}\right)\left[\text{Ni}_{1-x}\text{Fe}_{1+x}\right]
\]

The cell parameter, Fig. 2.3a, shows a linear dependence with composition \(x\). Since Zn\(^{2+}\) is a relatively large cation occupying the small A sites, the cell parameter increases with Zn content. The Curie temperature exhibits a strong decrease with zinc concentration, Fig. 2.3b. For \(x = 1\), zinc ferrite (ZnFe\(_2\)O\(_4\)) manifests an antiferromagnetic behavior with a Néel temperature of 9 K. While the increase in cell parameter is quite linear, the decrease in \(T_C\) is more rapid. This fact can be understood by recalling that as Zn content increases, in addition to the expansion of the unit cell (and therefore, cations become far apart), there is an effect of dilution, since Zn cations are diamagnetic. However, there is also a change in magnetic structure, since for the very high content of Zn, the ferrite changes from ferrimagnetic (with a high \(T_C = 858\) K for \(x = 0\)), to an antiferromagnetic arrangement with a very low Néel temperature. This result will be briefly discussed below.
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Fig. 2.3. Variation in the cell parameter, (a), and the Curie transition, (b), both as a function of Zn content \(x\) (Adapted from Valenzuela, 2005a).

The ferrimagnetic order in ferrites is the result of superexchange interactions. The 3d unpaired spins of transition metals exhibit an antiparallel arrangement which occurs through anions, as schematically shown in Fig. 2.4. This interaction takes place by means of
p orbitals of oxygen. Since p orbitals are linear, this interaction sensitively depends not only on the distance between cations and anion, but also on the angle between them. It is expected to be a maximum for a 180° angle. The first discussion on superexchange interactions was proposed by Anderson (1959).

The main superexchange interactions in spinels are the A-O-B and the B-O-B interactions. The former takes place between a cation in an A site, which becomes antiparallel to cations on the nearest B site. The latter consists on the antiparallel arrangement between two cations on neighboring B sites. The A-O-B interaction is expected to be significantly stronger than the B-O-B one, since the angle between these sites is close to 180° (see Fig. 2.2(c)); the B-O-B geometry involves a 90° angle, quite different from the linear geometry of p orbitals.

Fig. 2.4. Schematic representation of the superexchange interactions in oxides. The spins in the unfilled 3d orbitals of transition metals, on the sides, can interact with cation nearest neighbors through the 2p oxygen orbitals, in the center. This interaction can be extremely strong, leading to high Curie temperatures.

For $x = 0$, the cation distribution is as follows: (Fe)[NiFe]. By assuming that A-O-B interaction is dominant, the iron in the A site will be aligned in an antiparallel direction with respect to spins of cations on B sites. If we simplify the magnetic structure of Fig. 2.2(c) and represent one A site and two B sites around an oxygen anion (in the basic formula, the ratio of A to B sites is $\frac{1}{2}$), and if all of them are assumed to be on the same plane, we can draw a cartoon like the one on Fig. 2.3. Nickel ferrite, with one Fe$^{3+}$ on the A site, the other one on a B site and the Ni on the other B site should have a magnetic structure like the one in Fig. 2.5(a). The interaction Fe(A)-O-Fe(B) is among the strongest in spinels, as Fe$^{3+}$ has a 3d orbital half-filled and the angle between sites is close to 180°. Accordingly, the Curie temperature is maximum for this family (858 K), and it has the same value for most inverse spinels (such as CoFe$_2$O$_4$, for instance).

For zinc ferrite ($x = 1$), the site occupancy is: (Zn) [Fe$_2$]. The A site contains only Zn ions (with no magnetic moment) and therefore the only interaction in the system is B-O-B. Irons on both B sites become antiparallel and the ferrite is antiferromagnetic, with a Néel temperature of 9 K. This low value of superexchange interaction is explained mostly by the angle between interacting cations (90°), and also by the expansion of the unit cell, as a consequence of the larger size of Zn cations [Fig. 2.3(a)]. For compositions in the 0.5 < $x$ < 0.8 range, with a distribution: (Zn$_{1-x}$Fe$_{1+x}$)[Ni$_x$Fe$_{1-x}$$_2$], where both interactions become comparable, the magnetic structure can be represented by a triangular arrangement known as the Yafet-Kittel structure, first proposed by these authors (Yafet and Kittel 1952).
A plot of saturation magnetization (at low temperatures) as a function of the composition starts at $\sigma_s \sim 2.33$ Bohr magneton/formula unit, since the ferric cations are in opposition (Fig. 2.5 (a)) leaving only the nickel magnetic moment as a result, as shown in Fig. 2.6. If the A-O-B interaction were dominant on all the composition range, the total magnetic moment would exhibit an increase with $x$ up to a value of 10 Bohr magnetons for $x = 1$ (broken line in Fig. 2.6), a condition with all A sites occupied by Zn (with no magnetic moment) and both B sites with Fe, and spins in a parallel orientation. But the weakening of this interaction results in the competition of B-O-B interaction, leading to the antiparallel arrangement on sites B, with the variations in saturation magnetization illustrated in Fig. 2.6.

Fig. 2.6. Behavior of saturation magnetization of $\text{Ni}_{1-x}\text{Zn}_x\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_4$ ferrites at very low temperature, as a function of Zn content.

After many years, NiZn ferrites remain as an excellent system to study magnetic properties of solids.
3. Microwave absorption

Microwave absorption has become a very powerful investigation and characterization tool in the study of magnetic materials, both in the paramagnetic, disordered state (electron paramagnetic resonance, EPR) and the ferri or ferromagnetic, ordered phase (electron ferromagnetic resonance, FMR) (see, for instance, Kittel 2005, Pilbrow 1990). The radiation emerging from interaction with a solid possesses changes (with respect to the incident radiation) that in principle, allow deducing the structural and magnetic properties of the material. To simplify, we can consider the interaction of a spin with a constant magnetic field. If the magnetic moment is originated only by the spin,

$$\mathbf{\mu} = g\mu_B \mathbf{S} = \gamma \mathbf{S}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

where $g$ is the gyromagnetic factor (in general depending on $L$ and $S$, the quantum mechanical numbers of orbital and spin momenta), $\gamma$ is the total gyromagnetic ratio. In an external field, $\mathbf{H}_0 = H_0 \mathbf{u}_0$, and energy is expressed as:

$$E = - \mathbf{\mu} \cdot \mathbf{H} = - \mu_z H = - \gamma m_s \hbar H$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

with the spin $m_s = \pm \frac{1}{2}$, corresponding to the two orientation of the magnetic moment, i.e., parallel ($m_s = - \frac{1}{2}$), or antiparallel ($m_s = + \frac{1}{2}$) to the magnetic field; the population of both levels is given by the Boltzmann statistics,

$$f = N^+ / N^- = \exp \left\{ - \Delta E / k_B T \right\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

where $N = N^+ + N^-$ is the total population of atoms with spin parallel ($N^+$) and antiparallel ($N^-$) to the magnetic field, $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant, and $\Delta E$ the energy difference between the two levels. The net magnetic moment per atom is then:

$$\mu_z = \left( g \mu_B / 2 \right) \left[ (N^+ + N^-) / N \right] = \left( g \mu_B / 2 \right) \left[ (1-f) / (1+f) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

A series expansion of (3.4) for not so low temperatures ($k_B T \gg \Delta E$) leads to the Curie law,

$$\langle \mathbf{\mu}_z \rangle = \left( g \mu_B / 3 \right) \left( \Delta E / k_B T \right) = \mathbf{C} / T$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

with $\mathbf{C} = g \mu_B^2 / 3k_B$. It is possible to induce transitions between the two spin states by application of electromagnetic radiation of the relevant frequency, which satisfies the Bohr condition,

$$\Delta E = \gamma \hbar \omega = \hbar \omega$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

This shows the resonance conditions. Equation (3.6) is also known as the Larmor resonance condition.

In the case of magnetic materials with a spontaneous magnetization (ferri and ferromagnetic materials), $H$ includes the internal field, in most cases leading to a lower external field needed to attain the resonance conditions. Both EPR and FMR have been used to investigate a wide variety of materials such as ferrites (Montiel et al 2004, Wu et al 2006) and amorphous alloys (Valenzuela et al 2005b, Montiel et al 2006).

In addition to these methods, nonresonant microwave absorption, or low field microwave absorption (LFMA) has been observed in many materials, such as amorphous metallic thin
films (Rivoire & Suran 1995), amorphous ribbons (Medina et al 1999), glass coated amorphous microwires (Chiriac et al 2000), ferrites (Montiel et al 2004), multilayer thin films (de Cos et al 2007). LFMA is strongly associated with magnetic order since in all cases it is present only below the transition temperature between the paramagnetic-ferrimagnetic (or para-ferromagnetic) phases. LFMA has also shown to be sensitive to mechanical stresses (Montiel et al 2006). In this chapter, we show that LFMA can also be used to detect changes in the magnetic structure. From the experimental point of view, LFMA needs an accurate measurement of the magnetic field for low fields, and the possibility to reverse the field, i.e., typically in the -1000< $H$ < +1000 Oe. This can be challenging in the case of large electromagnets, which tend to keep a non negligible remanent field.

Another nonresonant method recently proposed for the investigation of magnetic transition is the method known as magnetically modulated microwave absorption spectroscopy (MAMMAS) (Alvarez & Zamorano 2004, Alvarez et al 2007), which is based on a simple idea: the nonresonant microwave absorption regime in a given material changes when a phase transition occurs. Since the microwave absorption depends on the wide definition of structure (crystalline, electronic, magnetic, etc.), virtually any phase change can be detected, with the significant advantage that microwave absorption is extremely sensitive. Experimentally, the sample is subjected to a low magnetic field (clearly lower than the resonance field in the temperature range), and the microwave absorption is measured as the sample temperature is slowly varied. Phase transitions appear typically as a minimum in a $dP/dH$ vs $T$ plot.

4. Microwave absorption in ferrites

In this Section, we discuss the microwave absorption of polycrystalline Ni-Zn ferrites as a function of measuring temperature. The resonant mode is first considered. The description and analysis of these properties is quite useful, as NiZn ferrites offer a wide variety of magnetic structures and phenomena. The study of non resonant absorption also sheds light on magnetic structure phenomena of ferrites.

4.1 High temperatures (T > $T_C$)

By “high temperature” we mean a temperature higher than the transition from the ordered (ferrimagnetic) phase to the disordered (paramagnetic) phase. This transition is the Curie temperature, $T_C$, and it is an intrinsic property, depending entirely on the ferrite composition (except for ferrite nanoparticles, where the Curie temperature might depend on the nanoparticle size). The effects of temperature are shown in Fig. 4.1 for a polycrystalline NiZn ferrite with $x = 0.65$. Most of spectra exhibit an additional absorption in the low field range ($H < 0.75$ kOe). This non-resonant absorption is the low field microwave absorption (LFMA, Section 3) and will be discussed in Section 5. We focus now on the resonance phenomena. The reported Curie temperature for this composition is ~ 435 K (Globus et al 1977); the spectrum at 460 K corresponds therefore to the paramagnetic state. In these conditions, the thermal energy is high enough to overwhelm the internal field that results in the long range order of spins, and they are free to interact with the DC field, $H_{DC}$, and the microwave field, $h_{AC}$. In the Larmor relation (Eq. 3.6),

$$\omega = \gamma H$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)
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(where $\omega$ is the resonance frequency, $\gamma$ is the gyromagnetic factor), $H$ is the total field on the spins. In the absence of any internal field, $H$ is simply the external applied field $H_{\text{res}}$. The microwave absorption at 460 K, Fig. 4.1, appears as a narrow, symmetric line. This is an EPR (electron spin resonance) spectrum.

Fig. 4.1. Ferromagnetic resonance as a function of measuring temperature (184 $\leq$ $T$ $\leq$ 460 K), on a polycrystalline ferrite with composition Ni$_{0.35}$Zn$_{0.65}$Fe$_2$O$_4$ (adapted from Montiel et al., 2004).

4.2 Intermediate temperatures ($T < T_C$)

As temperature decreases below the Curie transition, several changes are apparent in the resonance spectra. First, the resonance field (usually taken as the intercept of the line with the field axis) decreases. Second, the lineshape becomes broader as $T$ decreases, especially in the $H > H_{\text{res}}$ field region. These changes are due to the rise of the internal field, $H_i$, leading to the long range order of magnetic moments. For $T < T_C$, $H_i$ possesses a larger energy than the thermal energy of the ferrite. Accordingly, the total field in the Larmor relation should include now the contribution from the internal field,

$$H = H_{\text{res}} + H_i$$

The internal field is the combination of all the factors associated with the long range order in the ferrite: the exchange field, $H_{\text{ex}}$, the anisotropy field, $H_K$, the demagnetization field, $H_d$, the porosity field, $H_P$ (which is the field due to the appearance of magnetic dipoles on pores), etc. An additional source of inhomogeneity in ferrites is associated with differences, as well as with disorder, in site occupancy by the cations. As discussed in Section 2, transition metal cations have different stabilization energies on sites with diverse symmetry, as the tetrahedral and octahedral sites of spinels. While some of them exhibit a clear “preference” for one of the sites (i.e., Zn$^{2+}$ for tetrahedral or A sites, Co$^{2+}$, Ni$^{2+}$, and Fe$^{2+}$ for...
octahedral or B sites), other cations can be found equally on both sites (Fe$^{3+}$). To make things more complicated, it is possible to change the cation distribution by means of thermal treatments. The resonance phenomenon can be therefore slightly different when this occupancy of sites is not strictly homogeneous, since some terms of the internal field are not exactly the same for all the microwave absorbers.

The other source of inhomogeneity in the internal field is the disorder in the site occupancy. Even if the occupancy of sites is well determined (i.e., in Ni-Zn ferrite, all Zn cations on A sites, all Ni cations on B sites), there can be an inhomogeneous distribution of each of them on the sites. A simple example could be nickel ferrite, NiFe$_2$O$_4$, with all Ni$^{2+}$ on B sites (and of course, Fe$^{3+}$ on both sites). An extreme arrangement would be a long range order of Ni$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$ on octahedral sites; the cation nearest neighbor of any Ni$^{2+}$ is then one Ni$^{2+}$ and two Fe$^{3+}$, and vice versa (see Fig. 2.2). On the other extreme, the “disordered” spinel would be the one with Ni$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$ randomly distributed on B sites. Obviously, the cation nearest neighbor of a given Ni$^{2+}$ could be, on equal probability another Ni$^{2+}$ or a Fe$^{3+}$. Internal fields would not be strictly the same for each situation. These two sources of line broadening in FMR in ferrites depending on cation distribution could be written as $H_{\text{dis}}$. To our knowledge, this contribution has not been discussed in literature.

The internal field can therefore be expressed as:

$$H_i = H_{\text{ex}} + H_K + H_A + H_p + H_{\text{dis}}$$ (4.3)

Figure 4.2 shows the behavior of the resonance field, $H_{\text{res}}$, as a function of temperature. $H_{\text{res}}$ increases as temperature increases because the internal field decreases until it is overwhelmed by thermal vibrations at $T_c$. For higher temperatures, the magnetic field needed to satisfy the Larmor relation has to be supplied entirely by the external field.
The total linewidth, $\Delta H$ (taken as the field between the maximum and the minimum in the resonance signal), has also an additive character in polycrystalline materials, and can be written:

$$\Delta H = \Delta H_p + \Delta H_K + \Delta H_{\text{eddy}} + \Delta H_d + \Delta H_{\text{dist}} \quad (4.4)$$

Where $\Delta H_p$ is the linewidth broadening associated with porosity, $\Delta H_K$ is due to magnetic anisotropy, $\Delta H_{\text{eddy}}$ is related with eddy currents, $\Delta H_d$ is the linewidth broadening produced by demagnetizing fields, and $\Delta H_{\text{dist}}$ is the linewidth broadening originated by variations in cation distribution on the A and B sites of ferrite. It appears that anisotropy, and in particular magnetocrystalline anisotropy has a strong contribution to total linewidth. By measuring nickel ferrite with Co$^{2+}$ substitutions, Sirvetz & Saunders (1956) observed a minimum in linewidth for the composition corresponding to the compensation of anisotropies ($x = 0.025$ in Co$_x$Ni$_{1-x}$Fe$_2$O$_4$), since nickel ferrite has a small negative contribution (single-ion contribution to anisotropy), while cobalt cations provide a strong positive contribution to the total magnetocrystalline anisotropy. More recently, Byun et al (2000) showed that in the case of Co-substituted NiZnCu ferrites, $\Delta H$ increases for a Co composition higher than the magnetocrystalline anisotropy compensation point. Another source of linewidth broadening is certainly related with the polycrystalline nature of most samples. By modeling one ensemble of single domain nanoparticles, Sukhov et al (2008) have shown that the random distribution of anisotropy axis is directly associated with the broadening of the FMR signal.

Figure 4.3 shows the behavior of linewidth with temperature for the same sample than Figs. 4.2 and 4.1. A clear change in slope can be observed at about 430 K, and a smooth variation is also apparent at about 250 K. The former is associated with the Curie transition, which for this Ni/Zn ratio is $\sim$ 430 K (Valenzuela, 2005a), and the latter with a change in magnetic structure which will be discussed later. By comparison with Fig. 4.2 it appears that linewidth, $\Delta H$, is more sensitive to structural changes than the resonance field, $H_{\text{res}}$.

![Fig. 4.3. Variations in linewidth with temperature, for Ni$_{0.35}$Zn$_{0.65}$Fe$_2$O$_4$ ferrites (adapted from Alvarez et al, 2010).](www.intechopen.com)
The increase in resonance field as temperature rises is due to the fact that internal field decreases (exchange interaction, anisotropy field, and the fields associated with magnetization, i.e., demagnetization fields on surfaces including the ones created by porosity). In contrast, linewidth decreases with temperature, essentially because one of the major contributions to $\Delta H$ is originated by magnetocrystalline anisotropy, and this contribution is proportional to this parameter (Byun et al 2000). At $T > T_C$, as discussed in Section 4.1, the resonance line becomes narrow and symmetrical, as the spectrum for $T = 460$ K in Fig. 4.1.

### 4.3 Low temperatures ($T \ll T_C$)

Ni-Zn ferrites present other interesting phenomena at $T$ below room temperature. These appear as small “bumps” in the thermal behavior of both the resonance field and the linewidth, at about 240 K. These phenomena are more evident in LFMA (Low-Field Microwave Absorption). In this absorption mode (see Section 3.), the system is far from the resonance conditions as stated in the Larmor relation, and it can be thought as the interaction between the microwave field and the ordered spins in the material as the magnetization state progresses from the demagnetized state toward magnetic saturation. In the simple case, LFMA appears as an antisymmetric signal at both sides of the $H = 0$, Fig. 4.4. LFMA also exhibits hysteresis by cycling the application of the magnetic field.

![Fig. 4.4. LFMA measurements of Ni$_{0.35}$Zn$_{0.65}$Fe$_2$O$_4$ ferrites, for selected temperatures. The temperature range in the upper graph is 300-430 K, while in the lower one it is 154-239 K (adapted from Alvarez et al 2010).](image-url)
Several features are significant in these plots. Beginning with the high temperatures (upper part of Fig. 4.4), it is evident that the amplitude of the signal at both sides of $H = 0$ decreases as $T$ increases, leading to a flat response for $T \geq 430$ K, which is the Curie point. It is therefore confirmed that LFMA is associated with magnetization processes in the ordered phase. Also, it can be observed that the field corresponding to the peak to peak magnetic field values, maxima (for negative fields) and the minima (for positive fields) increases as $T$ decreases. By comparing with a direct calculation of the anisotropy field, $H_K$, Valenzuela et al (2011) were able to show that the amplitude between maxima-minima in LFMA is directly associated with $H_K$, upper part of Fig. 4.5.

By a comparison between the two sets of curves separated by $T \sim 250$ K, it appears that there is a continuous evolution of the antisymmetrical signal, from high $T$ to low $T$, from a signal with the same phase as the FMR signal (Fig. 4.1) for $T > 250$ K, to the opposite, also antisymmetric, but minimum-maximum (Min-Max), or out-of-phase signal, which is clearly reached at $T \leq 150$ K. Both signals are centered on $H = 0$. The presence of such out-of-phase signal has been correlated with the occurrence of a ferromagnetic ordering (Owens 2001, 2005). In fact, an-out-of phase LFMA signal has been observed in many ferromagnetic systems (Montiel et al 2005, 2008, de Cos et al 2008). It can be assumed that a parallel, ferromagnetic arrangement of spins is related with this signal, while an antiparallel, ferrimagnetic structure leads to the opposite result (in phase signal). In the present case, the evolution of the signal when decreasing temperature should be associated with the appearance of a parallel arrangement of spins for $T \leq 150$ K. Due to the Yafet-Kittel triangular structure, Fig. 2.5 (c), there is effectively a ferromagnetic arrangement simply by considering the components of the canted spins of cations on B sites. Figure 4.5 shows the evolution of Curie temperature and Yafet-Kittel transition for NiZn ferrites; the latter was determined by neutron diffraction (Satya Murthy et al, 1969). The results on Fig. 4.4 were obtained for $x = 0.65$, leading to a Yafet-Kittel transition, $T_{YK}$, about 250 K, which is in very good agreement with these results.

The transition from the collinear arrangement to the Yafet-Kittel triangular structure can be detected (as temperature decreases) by means of MAMMAS experiments, as shown in Fig. 4.5. Thermal variations of the peak-to-peak magnetic field of LFMA spectra for both signals.

![Fig. 4.5. Thermal variations of the peak-to-peak magnetic field of LFMA spectra for both signals.](www.intechopen.com)
4.7. As explained in Section 3, the sample is subjected to a small magnetic field, and its microwave absorption is monitored as temperature is slowly changed. The MAMMAS response exhibits, from room temperature, a continuous decrease to a minimum value at about 240 K. Then, the absorption increases again as the temperature keeps decreasing. These features point to a change in the microwave absorption regime due to a change in the material structure. In this case, all evidence is associated with the transition from the

![Graph showing the Curie temperature and Yafet-Kittel temperature for NiZn ferrites.](image)

Fig. 4.6. Curie temperature and Yafet-Kittel temperature for NiZn ferrites (Adapted from Valenzuela 2005a and Satya Murthy et al 1969).

![Graph showing the microwave absorption response of Ni\(_{0.35}\)Zn\(_{0.65}\)Fe\(_2\)O\(_4\) ferrites.](image)

Fig. 4.7. Microwave absorption response of Ni\(_{0.35}\)Zn\(_{0.65}\)Fe\(_2\)O\(_4\) ferrites in the MAMMAS experiment (Alvarez et al 2010).
collinear ferromagnetic structure with iron in A sites of the spinel coupled by a superexchange interaction with iron cations (and nickel cations) on B sites, for $T > 240$ K, to the triangular structure, where spins are no more collinear. Due to the weakening of the A-O-B interaction (as A sites become increasingly populated by zinc non magnetic ions), it becomes comparable to the B-O-B interaction which tends to establish an antiparallel geometry on the spins of ions on B sites.

5. Conclusions
As a conclusion, we can state that ferrites are complex materials: they offer a crystal complexity, with complex magnetic structures and complex magnetic properties. However, complexity can always be a rich source of knowledge. In addition to the well known ferromagnetic resonance methods, some significant steps can be done by investigating the microwave response of ferrites, particularly by using two novel research techniques, based on nonresonant absorption: low field and magnetically modulated microwave absorption, which provide an original insight into these materials.
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